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Poem : Tiger 
 

 

Q.1 How does the tiger move about in his cage?  

Ans. The tiger moved about quietly as though it was stalking a prey.  

Q. 2 Find a word inthe first four lines that tells us about the tiger's mood.  

Ans. Quiet rage is the word in the first four lines that tells us the tiger's mood.  

Q. 3 Why does the speaker think a tiger should go to a 'water hole'?  

Ans. In ajungle, the tiger's actual home, the water hole was a place where other animals come to drink water. This is the place 

where the tiger can hunt  its prey. But in the zoo, the tiger does not get to hunt. The speaker thinks that the tiger should be 

there in the jungle, doing what it naturally does, instead of waiting for someone to give it food.  

Q. 4 Is the tiger happy to see visitors at the zoo?  

Ans. The tiger  did not like visitors at the zoo we knew this because he ignroed them and walked away.  

B. 1.He stalks in his vivid stripes 

The few steps of his cage.  

On pads of velvet quiet 

In his quiet rage  

(a) What is responsible for the quiet rage of the animals?  

Ans. Animals do not like it when they are kept in the zoo and have to live within a small space. That is the reason for their 

rage and anger. The tiger's 'quiet rage' is cauesd by his inability to get out of the cage. He silently fumes with anger.  

(b) Describe the image conveyed through velvet quiet.  

Ans. The tiger's paws were padded to give his tread the advantage of silence. The padded parts were soft almost like velvet 

when it touch the ground, the sound was barely audible.  

2.He should be snarling around houses  

At the jungles edge 

Baring his white fangs, his claws.  

Terrorising the village.  

(a) In which way is the description of the tiger in these lines different from what you have read earlier? 

Ans. The lines here convey how the tiger's life should have been ideally whereas the earlier lines described the unfortunate 

and tragic circumstances of him being in capitivity.  

(b) Why should he snarl round the houses at the jungle's edge?  

Ans. The tiger should be snarling round the houses at the jungle's edge to terrorise the villagers instead of being captured by 

them. 

(c) Why are the fangs and claws of the tiger mentioned?  

Ans. The fangs and claws are mentioned to point out the natural ferocity of the animal and to highlight how it belongs to the 

wild.  

(d) Where does the speaker feel the tiger should be? Does he approve of the concrete cell as a home for the tiger? Find 

the lines in the poem to support your answer.  

Ans. The tiger should be lurking in the shadows of long blades of grass or near the waterhole to catch his prey. He should be 

snarling around houses near the jungle's edge, baring his fangs and terrorising the villagers. The tiger is a wild animal and 

should ideally be in the jungle.  

 

In the poem you just read, words like stalking , lurking and sliding are used to show kinds of movement. The words 

below also describe movements of a tiger. Guess the words from its meaning and fill in the blanks. (Page-24)  

1.Prowl to walk around a place, hunting for something 

2.Pounce to attack suddenly, usually by jumping 

3.Chase run after something, to catch it  

4. Stalk move very quietly, to escape notice 
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1  Write in words the following numerals in Indian system and international system. 
 

(1)  265432030 

(2) 39078870 

 

2.  Write the numerals for the following in international system 
 

(1)  One million three hundred fifty six thousands five hundred nine 

(2) Six hundred million six hundred thousand six hundred  

 

Q. 3  Write the numbers for the following in Indian system 
 

(1) Twenty five lakh eighty seven thousand five hundred one.  

(2) Four lakh thirty seven thousand two hundred eighty  three  

 

Q. 3  Write in expanded form 
 

(1)  876553222 

(2)  322166413 

 

Q.4  Write the successor of the following numbers 
 

(1) 41289601 

(2) 516206710  

 

Q.5.  Write the predecessor of the following numbers 
 

(1) 912616 

(2) 72632055 

 

Q.6  Put > ,< ,= sign in the blank space 
 

(1) 246358421______ 2463521 

(2) 114422681 ___ 114422681 

 

Q. 6  Write the following numbers in ascending order 
 

(1) 234561,3246,483275123,68832541  

(2) 41463,2105,41689,202303405 

 

Q.7  Write the following numbers in descending order 
 

(1) 23146,460589,502867,320220612 

(2) 6672,286325,406080709,289982056 
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Test Paper - I : Chapter 1 to 8 
 

A. Tick (✓) the correct answers. 

1.  Which of these is not a nutrient ? 

(a) carbohydrates (b) fats  (c) proteins (d) roughage     

2.  Which of these metamorphic rocks is formed from granite? 

(a) marble (b) slate  (c)gneiss  (d)  quartz 

3.  Which of these statements is true for the molecules in a liquid? 

(a) they move around freely (b) they move around within the liquid  

(c) they not move at all  (d) they only move around a little   

4.  Which of these joints allows movements in one direction only? 

(a) hinge joint  (b) ball-and-socket joint  (c) pivot joint (d) gliding joint  

5.  Which of these animals does not have a backbone? 

(a) lizard (b) snail  (c) tortoise (d) sparrow    

B.  Fill in the Blanks:-        

1.  Deficiency of Vitamin C causes scurvy.      

2.  Coal is a type of sedimentary rock. 

3.  The seed leaves in a seed are called cotyledons.  

4.  We can move only the lower jaw bone of our face.  

5.  The kidneys remove salt and water from the blood. 

C. Write T for true or F for False:-        

1.  A person who does not get enough nutrients in food suffers from overnutrition. [ F ] 

2.  Igneous rocks are stronger than metamorphic rocks.     [ F ] 

3.  Synthetic fibres are made from both natural as well as man-made materials. [ T ] 

4.  Sunlight is essential for germination of seeds.     [ T ] 

5.  Reflex actions are controlled by the brain.      [ F ]  

D.  Answer these questions:-         

1.  Why are roughage and water essential for our body? 

Ans: Roughage and water important to include them in our diet to stay healthy, Roughage helps food and 

waste to move easily through the digestive system and water helps all systems in the body to 

function properly. 

2.  Define fossils. What are fossil fuels?   

Ans: Remain of dead plants or animals from the past preserved in rocks are called fossil and fuels form 

the decayed remains of dead plant and animals are called fossils fuels.  

3.  How do farmers protect their crops? 

Ans: Farmers use chemical called pesticides to get rid of pests and farmers also need to protect harvested 

crops from frost, raw and animals such as rats, moles, squirrels and birds. 

4.  Discuss the three types of muscles present in the human body. 

Ans: Three types of muscles are :- 

 (i) Voluntary muscles:- We can control their movement. Ex. Muscles of arms and legs. 

 (ii) Involuntary muscles:- We cannot control their movement. Ex. Muscles of digestive  

systems. 

(iii) Cardiac muscles:- These type of muscles present in the heart. It work all the time  

and never gets tired. 

5. How does the flow of blood in the body help in the transport of gates and nutrients and in the 

removal of wastes? 

Ans: Veins bring blood to the heart from all parts of the body. This blood contains carbon dioxide, a 

waste gas. The heart then pumps this blood into lungs. In the lungs the carbon dioxide is removed. 



The blood then collects oxygen. This oxygen – rich blood then comes back to the heart. The heart 

pumps this blood to all parts of the body. While moving through the blood vessels in the digestive 

system, the blood picks up nutrients and transport them to all parts of the body. The blood also 

collects wastes from the liver and other parts in a similar way and helps in removing them front the 

body. This cycle goes on. 
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Chapter 9 - Means of Communication 

Question and Answers 
A. Tick the correct answers : 

1. Which personal communication service introduced in India in 1853 was discontinued in 2013?  

   (a) Fax.    (b)  Telegram     (c)    Telephone                              Ans. - (b) 

2. Blue letter boxes are meant for collection of mail addresses to  

   (a)  State capitals           (b) Metro cities      (c)  Foreign capitals     Ans. - (b) 

3. Mass media is used for   

   (a) Personal Communication (b) Mass Communication   (c) Online Communication   Ans   (b)  

4. Which is the latest means of mass communication ?   

   (a) Computers           (b) Television             (c) Radio                Ans. - (a) 

5. Who invented the television ?   

   (a) G. Marconi           (b) A.G. Bell         (c) J. L. Baird        Ans. - (c) 

B. Match the following. 

1. Newspapers, magazines       a. Computer     (3) 

2. Radio, Television           b. State Capitals     (4) 

3. Laptop                       c. Cellular Phones    (5) 

4. Yellow letter box               d. Print Media     (1) 

5. SMS                          e. Electronic Media   (2) 

C. Fill in the blanks. 

1. Aerogrammes are used to send letters to people staying in other countries. 

2. Mobile phones are also called cellular phones. 

3. Radio was invented by Marconi. 

4. Television was invented by John Logie Baird in 1926. 

5. We need an E-mail address for computer letters. 

D. Answer these questions. 

1. What do you understand by the word 'Means of Communication'? 

   Ans. - Different means by which we can communicate with people are called means of communication. 

2. Why do we write PIN CODE on the letters? 

   Ans. -  We write the PIN CODE on the letters so that the letters reach the correct place. 

3. Write the full forms of the following : STD, ISD, SMS, E-mail. 

   Ans. -  STD – Subscriber Trunk Dialling 

          ISD – International Subscriber Dialling 

          SMS – Short Messaging Service 

          E-mail – Electronic mail 

4. Explain the term 'Mass Communication'. 

Ans. - Some information or messages have to be sent to a large number of people at the same time. This is  

called Mass Communication. 

5. How is cinema useful as a means of communication? 

   Ans. - Cinema is useful as a means of communication as it entertains people, give knowledge and education to 

   know different countries which bring the world closer. 

6. Do you think advertisements influence our lifestyle and attitude? How and why? 

   Ans. - Yes, we think advertisements influence our lifestyle and attitude as they tell us about the new products 

   coming in the market and about their qualities. 

7. Which is the most influential and effective means of mass communication? How? 

   Ans. - Television is the most influential and effective means of mass communication. In today's world, either 

   there is a child or an old man everyone has same kind of favourite programmes on Television. It offers 

   communication support for social and cultural development of masses. 



 

Assignment 

(Based on Chapter 3 & 4) 

Marks : 10 MM      

 

A. Tick the correct answers. 

1. People who study weather conditions are called. 

   (a)  Meteorologists           (b) Archaeologists           (c)  Philanthropists. 

2. Which of the following factors does not determine the climate of a place ? 

   (a) Latitude             (b) Altitude        (c) Longitude 

3. The climate of Democratic Republic of the Congo is 

   (a) Hot and humid          (b) Cold and wet       (c) Hot, wet and humid 

4. Which is an important seaport of the country? 

   (a)Kinshasa      (b) Matadi           (c) Lubumbashi 
 

B. Fill in the blanks -   

    ( Bantus ,tropical, down, permanent  ) 

1. Cold winds bring the temperature ____________. 

2. The climate unlike weather  is of ____________nature . 

3. Equatorial region are also called ___________ region  

4. ____________ are tall and have curly hair. 
 

C. Write true or false - 

1. Coastal areas have humid climate.       [           ] 

2. The Frigid Zones have extremely hot climate.      [           ] 

3. The Congo river is also called Zaire river.      [           ] 

4. Forests provide raw materials for many industries.  [           ] 

 

D. Answer these question. 

1. Describe the climate of Democratic Republic of the Congo.   

2. Why is water an important resource in Democratic Republic of the Congo  ?    

3. Why is Shimla cooler than Ludhiana ?  

4. Name the three heat zones of the Earth. 
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Question And Answers 

 
Unit - 9 : Measuring Devices  

 

Match the names of the given measuring devices with the right descriptions : 

1)         -        (c) Hygrometer  

2)         -        (e) Measuring cups  

3)         -        (g) Glucometer 

4)         -        (a) Odometer  

5)         -        (f) Dosimeter  

6)         -        (d) Pedometer  

7)         -        (h) Sphygmomanometer 

8)         -        (b) Ammeter 

 

Unit - 10 : Myth vs Fact 

 

Given below are some statements, tick (√) whether these statements are myth or fact : 

1)        -      Myth 

2)        -      Fact  

3)        -      Myth 

4)        -      Fact  

5)        -      Myth 

6)        -      Fact 

 


